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Some things  
work better  
together...
INTRODUCING ADL SPECIFICATION BUNDLES



In bus specification, there are some things that 
ideally complement each other too. That is why 
Britain’s leading bus and coach manufacturer 
Alexander Dennis Limited (ADL) is introducing 
bundled options for its range of Enviro buses.

For the operator, ADL’s specification bundles deliver 
options which are proven to work well together and 
which give our customers an operational advantage. 
Bundles are carefully chosen to reduce total cost of 
ownership as well as increase ridership thanks to the 
enhanced appeal they will bring to passengers.

Discover more about the new specification bundles 
and their advantages on the next pages.

Fish & Chips,  
Park & Ride, Gin 
& Tonic – We all 
know some things 
that just work 
better together.

City Package

•   City body styling with 
visor front screen

•   Glazed stairwell

•   Sky view rear upper deck 
window

•   3 sky view roof  
windows with solar film

Enviro400 PACK FEATURES

Turning the bus into a contemporary and eye-catching 
head-turner with outstanding kerb appeal, the City 
Package delivers an enhanced body styling on full height 
model variants of the Enviro400 double decker.

The stunning exterior design is characterised by smooth flowing 
lines. The ‘visor’ front screen gives a distinctive appearance even 
from a distance and includes large areas for the operator’s livery 
or route branding to stand out. 

Once on board, a glazed staircase brightens passengers’ way to 
the upper deck. The Enviro400’s customary deep side windows 
are complemented by three wide, glazed roof sections and the 
final row of seats is under a sky view rear window that produces a 
feeling of lightness and spaciousness unknown on city buses.

AVAILABLE ACROSS Enviro400 RANGE

BUNDLE 1:



•   24 wireless bell pushes

•   USB sockets – 26 double USB sockets, 
incorporated into a backrest (1 double socket 
per twin seat where possible), fitted to the 
window seat back towards the gangway side 
of the seat

•   7 under seat lights

•   Illuminated staircase glass

•   LED lights at staircase steps

•   11 wireless bell pushes

•   USB sockets – 14 double USB 
sockets, incorporated into a 
backrest (1 double socket per twin 
seat where possible), fitted to the 
window seat back towards the 
gangway side of the seat

• 4 under seat lights

Enviro200 PACK FEATURES

Enviro400 PACK FEATURES

Staying connected while on the move is draining – at 
least for passengers’ smartphone batteries. But with the 
USB power sockets included in the Convenience & Safety 
Package, loss of battery power will be a thing of the past.

Passengers will also find it safer to move through the bus thanks 
to the additional illumination of under seat lights, and on 
Enviro400 double deckers, LED staircase lighting will brighten up 
this space and highlight the steps, increasing safety on board.

Convenience and  
Safety Package
AVAILABLE ACROSS Enviro200 
AND Enviro400 RANGES

The Ambience Package switches on dipped beam lights 
and saloon lighting when required, and turns them off 
again when no longer needed.

Not only does this save energy but its automatic operation means 
there is one less thing for drivers to worry about – allowing them 
to concentrate on the road and on serving customers.

When the bus travels above 10 miles per hour, the saloon 
lighting is dimmed to enhance the ambiance on board, allowing 
passengers to feel more at home as they settle into their journey.

Ambience  
Package
AVAILABLE ACROSS Enviro200 
AND Enviro400 RANGES

•   Ambient sensed dipped beam

•   Ambient sensed saloon lighting

•   Speed sensed dimmable  
saloon lighting

PACK FEATURES
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BUNDLE 2: BUNDLE 3:



*Depending on length, weight and capacity, 
there may be restrictions on LEB certification.

Smart Package consists of solutions which deliver Low 
Emissions Bus (LEB) certification that qualifies operators 
for higher Bus Service Operators Grant rates*.

E-cooling replaces a single hydraulic fan with multiple electrically 
powered fans that enable independent cooling control of 
radiator and charge air cooler. Zero energy is used when there 
is no cooling requirement. Innovative smart accessories match 
auxiliary charging events from the alternator and compressor 
with deceleration periods when the engine is not drawing fuel, 
thereby bringing down the overall energy requirement and 
improving fuel efficiency.

Stop/start technology, which ADL pioneered and was the first 
manufacturer worldwide to bring to market, stops the engine 
when the vehicle is stationary and the doors are opened, cutting 
noise, vibration and exhaust emissions as well as improving fuel 
economy and lowering CO² and Nox. 

Enviro200 PACK FEATURES

Enviro400 PACK FEATURES

• E-cooling
• Smart Accessories
• Engine stop/start
• Voith DIWA transmission  
 (2 year warranty)

• E-cooling
• Smart Accessories
• Engine stop/start
• Voith DIWA transmission 
 (2 year warranty)

Smart Package
AVAILABLE ACROSS Enviro200 
AND Enviro400 RANGES Why does ADL bundle options rather 

than offering them separately?
By combining popular specification options into bundles, ADL is able 
to focus its resources on the combinations that deliver the greatest 
operational advantages to our customers, while improving the 
passengers’ experience.

Are specification bundles only available as 
a whole or can they be mixed and matched?
The bundles have been created to give operators maximum financial  
and customer experience benefits. By choosing ADL’s specification 
bundles, operators can rest assured that their technologies ideally 
complement each other and have been optimised to deliver best results, 
unlocking additional efficiency improvements that provide a healthy 
return on investment.

What is LEB certification and what is the benefit?
Low Emission Bus (LEB) accreditation is provided by the Low Carbon 
Vehicle Partnership (LowCVP) for clean Euro 6 buses with lower CO2 
emissions. An improvement of 15% over Euro 5 diesel, is proven in real 
world test cycles and calculated like-for-like against passenger capacity.
Alexander Dennis is a member of LowCVP. 
More details can be found on the LowCVP website at:  
www.lowcvp.org.uk/initiatives/leb.

LEB vehicles qualify for Bus Service Operators Grant (BSOG) incentive 
payments to operators. These are currently set at 6p per km for 
commercially operated services in England (payments for tendered 
services are made through local authorities), and 10.1p per km for all 
services in Scotland. 

LEB vehicles are also eligible to be entered in bids for additional purchase 
funding from the Office for Low Emssion Vehicles (OLEV) in England and 
Wales, and from Transport Scotland’s Scottish Green Bus Fund.

How do I find out more about  
ADL’s specification bundles?
Please get in touch with your regional sales representative to find out 
more and discuss which specification bundles deliver the best value to 
your business. Contact details of the sales team can be found at 
www.alexander-dennis.com

Specification Bundles

BUNDLE 4:
FAQs:



Continuous development is a policy of Alexander Dennis Limited. 
We reserve the right to change specifications at any time without prior notice.

Enviro is a registered trademark of Alexander Dennis Limited and is 
reproduced under permission of Alexander Dennis Limited.

Alexander Dennis Limited  

Tel: +44 (0)1324 621672
Fax: +44 (0)1324 551012

Email: enquiries@alexander-dennis.com

www.alexander-dennis.com
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